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2022 Federal Planning Division Workshop
June 6-9, 2022 | Norfolk, Virginia
Monday, June 6, 2022
Monday, June 6, Morning (time TBA) | Agency-only Sessions
●

Contact Derrick Burke or Jilian Breeden for more information
■ derrick.l.burke4.civ@us.navy.mil
■ jbreeden@engagefederal.com

Monday, June 6, 10:00-12:00 | Student Workshop
Current students and recent grads are invited to a student workshop that will include an
introduction to federal planning, a mock planning charrette, and a panel/roundtable discussion
with practicing federal planners. This is a great way to learn about finding a job and meeting
people in the federal planning profession! Lunch is included for students and session volunteers.
PRESENTERS:
● Alexander Berryman, AICP
● Denise Evans
● Nathan Kent-Harber, AICP
● Mel Price, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
● Peter Van Dyke
● Sarah Wagner
● Travis Willer, AICP

Monday, June 6, 13:30-16:30 | Mobile tours | Cost - $25
● Mobile tour 1 | Norfolk Naval Station Tour and Jamestown Buildings
○

The three-hour afternoon workshop begins with Norfolk Naval Station, the world’s
largest naval complex. Constructed in 1917, Norfolk Naval Station is the
headquarters for the U.S. Navy’s Fleet Forces Command. Following the Naval
Station visit, the tour will explore the 17th-century Jamestown settlement, the first
permanent English settlement within the Americas. The Jamestown tour will
feature traditional stories and reenactments of the settlement’s history.
Round trip bus transportation is included. Please wear comfortable shoes.
Capacity is limited to 23 participants.
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● Mobile tour 2 | Norfolk Botanical Gardens Green Site Redevelopment
○

Take an afternoon stroll through Virginia’s largest botanical garden, Norfolk
Botanical Gardens, and learn more about ongoing Garden of Tomorrow
redevelopment efforts, including the recent renewable energy initiatives. Located
near Norfolk International Airport, the garden encompasses 175 acres with more
than 60 themed garden areas.
Round trip bus transportation is included. Please wear comfortable shoes. Capacity
is limited to 23 participants.

● Mobile tour 3 | Ft. Norfolk & USACE Tour
○

Fort Norfolk is the last remaining of 19 harbor-front forts authorized in 1794 by
President George Washington. Currently, under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Fort Norfolk is listed on the National Register of Historic Places,
maintained by the National Park Service. The mobile workshop will feature site
facilities and quarters throughout the four-acre site.
Round trip transportation via the TIDE, Norfolk’s light rail system, is included.
Please wear comfortable shoes. Capacity is limited to 30 participants.

Monday, June 6, 18:30-20:30
Opening Reception, sponsored by Michael Baker International, on the USS
Wisconsin
Kick off your FPD workshop experience by seeing old friends and meeting new colleagues
aboard the historic USS Wisconsin battleship! Light refreshments will be served.
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Tuesday, June 7, 2022
Tuesday, June 7, 08:30-09:30
Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI): Why it Matters!
On June 25, 2021, Executive Order 13985 (Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved
Communities Through the Federal Government), which established that affirmatively advancing
equity, civil rights, racial justice, and equal opportunity is the responsibility of the whole of
Government. To further advance equity within the Federal Government, this order establishes
that it is the policy of the Administration to cultivate a workforce that draws from the full
diversity of the Nation.
Federal agencies are obligated to reflect the culture, sensibilities, and priorities of the public
they serve. There is heightened awarenesss and attention at the highest levels of DoD at the
gender disparity and racial discrimination directed towards service members. DoD cultural
attitudes are at the same inflexion point about ED & today as they were about sexual assault a
decade ago.
As planners and designers in the federal realm, more and more, we see the need to have our
professional teams reflect the communities and clients we represent. It's not just the "winning
theme," it's the right thing to do in the communities that we live and practice in and the
quantifiable benefits.
Attendees will have an opportunity to hear from the diverse experiences of the panel members
and discuss ways that EDI can be promoted and integrated into the professional practice. What
are the different types of EDI initiatives and how to eliminate barriers and create opportunities.
PRESENTERS:
● Ken Stocker, AICP, Headquarters Air National Guard
● Komal Dewan, AICP, LEED AP, AECOM
● Joy Friend, Tidewater Planning
● Tatum Lau, Urban Designer
● Jerry Attia, AECOM

Tuesday, June 7, 08:30-09:30
Planning for DOD Infrastructure Resilience: Evaluating Mission Critical Threats
Across All Sectors, Scales, and Contexts
Climate change and failing infrastructure threaten mission readiness. A comprehensive
methodology for assessing cross-sectoral infrastructure vulnerabilities at multiple scales is
required. We introduce a novel solution that couples machine learning and spatial analysis to
evaluate multiple modes of failure and identify where to invest limited dollars to improve
installation resilience.
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Installation readiness cannot be decoupled from infrastructure reliability. Installations are just as
dependent on regional infrastructure as they are on the infrastructure systems within
installation boundaries. For example, 62 of the 63 installations (98 percent) that responded to
GAO’s survey report that they rely on communities for their electricity, access roads or bridges,
and telecommunications. [GAO-21-46 Dec. 2020]
The focus, until now, has been on the threat of extreme weather events to a given infrastructure
system and those affected by its loss. What is missing is the threat of “crumbling infrastructure”
due to chronic stresses like age and deferred maintenance. If we want to become fully resilient,
we need to examine both. We need a data-driven, spatially enabled decision support
methodology that examines all modes of failure across systems.
In this session, we will show how spatial analysis and machine learning (geospatial analytics) can
be used to assess vulnerabilities across six key sectors of fixed horizontal infrastructure: energy,
transportation, potable water, stormwater, sanitation, and communications. This performancebased analysis examines several metrics and provides an overall “resilience score” for the
installation and each of the sectors.
Taken together, these analyses identify locations across the installation that are most vulnerable
to failure. Add natural hazards and you now have a complete picture of cross-system
vulnerability. From a wider perspective, the application also examines vulnerabilities to the
regional supply chain (e.g., transportation, energy, water) and the social vulnerabilities of the
communities and tribal lands outside an installation.
This comprehensive analytical approach turns data into knowledge providing leadership with a
big picture view that enables better, more informed decisions. The collaborative nature of the
approach improves teamwork, facilitates systems thinking, and allows for longer-term life-cycle
management and planning of infrastructure. The result is better capital investment planning,
cost savings, design efficiency gains, and improvements to base resilience and continuity of
operations. Project examples will show its applicability across various DoD facilities.
PRESENTERS:
● Joel E. Putterman, FAICP, CNU-A, Jacobs
● Mark Reiner, PhD, P.E., ENV SP, M. ASCE, Jacobs
● Shannon McElvaney, MPS, Jacobs

Tuesday, June 7, 8:30-09:30
From Contingency to Enduring
The objective of From Contingency to Enduring is to explain the collaborative planning process
and the unique planning factors that contributed to the development of the Camp Bondsteel
Area Development Plan (ADP). The session will not simply explain the process that established
the plan. The session will inform the audience about the types of DoD contingency sites and
explain how planning for enduring facilities can help ensure continued mission success and
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establish the United States commitment towards protecting our allies and establishing stability
in austere environments.
Utility infrastructure is the life-blood of any installation and is even more paramount for
contingency sites. The session will discuss the importance of the utilities infrastructure from a
general perspective and how it lays the foundation from which to plan. Significant investment
has gone into the infrastructure and there is no need to redesign the utilities systems unless
major changes are needed. This was not the case at Camp Bondsteel as the water treatment
facilities were ideally located based on the lay of the land.
The utilities infrastructure provides the foundation to plan from, but just because the facilities
are temporary construction does not mean there is a clean slate for future planning. Careful
consideration was given to proposed facility siting so that the mission can continue without
disruption, typical for most planning efforts. One might think it is easier to plan for the
replacement of temporary construction, but it may be more challenging. Three alternatives
were developed by stakeholders during the workshop and planning to the same facility
standards and requirements. The three alternatives each focused on the major components of
the post (Airfield, Logistics, Housing, Etc.), while also addressing all areas and facilities. This
resulted in three unique plans with different ideas that were discussed and debated, with the
ultimate consensus on the preferred plan. Phasing was a major aspect of the stakeholder
discussions and ultimately drove the preferred plan recommendations.
PRESENTERS:
● Chad Adkins, AICP, Woolpert
● Mercedes Holland, AICP, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Europe District (NAU)
● Jill Schreifer, AICP, PMP, The Schreifer Group
● Jeremy Sewall, AICP, PMP, Black & Veatch

Tuesday, June 7, 08:30-09:30
Incorporating improved geographic information system (GIS) and data
visualization technologies to Analyze Aircraft Mishaps and Accident Potential
Zones dimensions
Land use compatibility around military air installations depends in part on identification of areas
that possess the highest potential for aircraft mishaps. These areas, called Accident Potential
Zones (APZs), extend from the end of the runway, and apply to the predominant arrival,
departure, and pattern flight tracks. In the 1970s and 1980s, the military conducted studies of
historical accident and operations data. Based on these studies, the Department of Defense
(DOD) identified APZs as areas where an aircraft accident is most likely to occur. The
methodology for delineating safety areas for airfields and surrounding areas are based upon
specific inputs to determine risk and define the dimensions. The APZ concept and the
dimensional criteria were analyzed and defined in a report commonly referred to as the 1974 TriService Study of Aircraft Accidents and were later codified within the DOD Air Installations
Compatible Use Zones (AICUZ) Instruction. Our nominated project duplicated the same
methodology used in the 1974 Tri-Service Study effort while also incorporating improved
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geographic information system (GIS) and data visualization technologies. The accident analysis
was based on the current airfield configuration and airfield data layers for each airfield location
(Continental United States) provided as part of the GIS data set. Instead of creating accident
location maps for each location, ArcGIS was utilized to calculate the distance from the runway
end and distance from the runway centerline for each of the accidents (i.e., vector). This
approach allowed the various accidents, stretching across multiple airfields, to be combined and
plotted on one “notional” (i.e., hypothetical) runway, providing a visualization of all accidents on
a single graphic. The tool was also used to conduct mathematical calculations to determine the
surface location of each of the accidents relative to the notional runway and runway APZs.
Accidents were plotted against this hypothetical runway surface based on their “vector” from
the runway end and centerline. In addition to traditional GIS mapping tools, data visualization
resources were used to further depict variations in the data. Products utilized for this effort
included Tableau Reader and ArcGIS Online. The Tableau software assisted in providing a
visualization resource to identify trends in the data, including scatter-plotting the vector
distribution of accidents relative to notional runway APZs and aircraft types. The proposed
sessions will give a brief overview of the DOD’s AICUZ APZ development history, methodology,
and showcase the digital spatial analyst tools and other creative technologies that were utilized
in the recent project to analyze the raw aircraft accident data for approximately 200 different
runways, spanning 38 years. The project components promote good federal planning by
providing the Navy and installation personnel with accurate and reliable data to guide their local
AICUZ planning efforts consistent with the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations Instruction.
PRESENTERS:
● William Huber, AICP, WSP USA Solutions Inc.
● Ryan Long, AICP, WSP USA Solutions Inc.
● Mark Moore, GISP, WSP USA Solutions Inc.
● Gwen Lockhart, WSP USA Solutions Inc.
● Kevin Gilson, WSP USA Solutions Inc.

Tuesday, June 7, 09:45-10:45
Maximizing Resilience by Leveraging Multiple Federal Programs Case Study of
the US Virgin Islands
The US Virgin Islands were devastated by two back-to-back Category 5 hurricanes in 2017 as a
tourism-based economy has been impacted by the pandemic restrictions on travel.
UVI Tech Village is an example/case study of a resilience project in the USVI- A 26-acre mixeduse economic development project focused on addressing economic diversity, housing, and
educational needs in the St. Croix (USVI) community with innovative additions to our
infrastructure. The project will be an integral component of an expansion dedicated to
agricultural research and technology.
RT Park is identifying, leveraging, and preparing grant applications for their mixed-use (located
in a designated US Treasury opportunity zone) Tech Village real estate development project. RT
park is working on different funding sources including ARPA, general appropriations, earmarked
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funds, and foundation funding to complement funding raised through opportunity zone private
equity. We are also working on private equity and philanthropic funds for local shares including
HUD Section 108 and HUD CDBG-DR.
PRESENTERS:
● Kirsten McGregor, CRE, Sagax Associates LLC
● Peter Chapman, University of Virgin Islands Research Tech Park

Tuesday, June 7, 09:45-10:45
Department of the Air Force Installation Energy Program Overview and
Lessons Learned
The session will focus on the following themes:
● Purpose/origins of the AF Office of Energy Assurance (OEA) and the IEP Program; discuss
phased approach and current status
● Innovation through development of standardized assessment tools to quantify and assess
resilience needs at both the installation and mission level (i.e. development of REAF tool
and report templates)
● Approach to successful stakeholder engagement across multiple levels of leadership
● Integration of the IEP Program with other planning efforts, including Installation
Development Plans, Crown Jewel Analyses (CJA) and Energy Resilience Readiness
Exercises (ERREs) as defined in the 2021 AF Energy Strategic Plan
● Effectiveness – Discuss how IEPs are being used to identify, prioritize and develop energy
and water resilience solutions across the AF enterprise.
● Transferability – Discuss the AF approach is/can be used to support other DoD Agencies
including a discussion of contracting approach
PRESENTERS:
● Mark Miller, P.E., HDR
● Marie Finley, AF Office of Energy Assurance
● Gregory Baron, AF Office of Energy Assurance
● Peter Hooper, AF Office of Energy Assurance
● Kenny Teeter, P.E., AECOM

Tuesday, June 7, 09:45-10:45
Establishing Frameworks for Adaptive Management within Master Planning
Processes
Throughout 2020 and 2021, uncertainty regarding funding, construction costs, and operations
has required many agencies to create new frameworks for successful delivery. Adaptive
management is a structured, iterative process that improves decision-making when conditions
or outcomes are uncertain over time through system monitoring. Largely adopted in
environmental planning, adaptive management has been adopted in many large programmatic
efforts with long implementation schedules including Civil Works.
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This presentation will review the tenants of adaptive management and techniques to consider
during stakeholder involvement, alternatives analysis, plan formulation, and implementation.
The team will review specific project examples including Civil Works and military master
planning. This includes a discussion of adaptive management and its place in efforts like the
Everglades Restoration. Tenants of the RESTORE Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan
will also be presented. This overview will include a discussion of establishing performance
metrics that can be used to advantage the program towards success which is a challenging
area of practice. The presenters will also cover some recent alternative approaches to advance
construction projects post-COVID when unit prices increased and construction supplies were
limited.
PRESENTERS:
● Lara Zuzak, AICP, PMP, Atkins North America
● Christopher Smith, Construction and Facilities Management Office Plans and Programs
Division Alabama Army National Guard
● Lawrence Frank, AICP, PMP, CFM, Atkins North America
● Don Deis, Atkins North America
● Rebecca Berzinis, Atkins North America
● Renee Price, Atkins North America

Tuesday, June 7, 09:45-10:45
Re-evaluating an Award-winning District Plan
The Kadena Industrial Park (Chibana) ADP won the Honor Award for Outstanding Federal Plan
in 2021. The plan resulted in immediate implementation of over $2B of construction. What
happens when you need to update an award-winning plan? This FPD training session will show
how re-evaluating previous District Plans and Area Development Plans can be effective to
ensure mission sustainment. The case study to be presented will be the Chibana District at
Kadena AB, Japan which is going through a major transformation from an underutilized area of
the base to a fully functional industrial park with adjacent recreational uses.
In 2020, the first Chibana District Plan was completed. The Kadena Industrial Park (KIP) Area
Development Plan (ADP) provided a detailed, long-range plan for the development of a portion
of the Chibana District. KIP development was proposed to accommodate 14 industrial and
administrative facilities and associated ancillary facilities to be relocated from Camp Kinser,
Camp Foster, Naha Port, and Torii Station as part of the Defense Policy Review Initiative (DPRI)
plan to realign U.S. troop strength in Okinawa.
In 2022, the Chibana District Plan was re-evaluated to incorporate lessons-learned during
programming and DD Form 1391 development of the original KIP ADP. Additionally, the district
boundaries were updated, and additional functions were considered to be sited as part of the
updated District Plan. Using the 2020 plan as the baseline, the team was able to improve on and
expand the Chibana District through the planning process to determine the ultimate end-state
for the entire District.
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This session will feature an interactive discussion on best practices for plan updates, showcasing
the Chibana effort and lessons learned that can be universally applied throughout the industry.
The session will illustrate how re-evaluating previous planning efforts can keep stakeholders
engaged in the planning process as well as provide opportunities to help shape the future of the
study area as priorities and dynamics change. Better Partnerships are achieved with continued
planning diligence.
PRESENTERS:
● Mark Guthrel, AICP, Jacobs
● Jill Schreifer, AICP, PMP, The Schreifer Group
● Fred Boateng, AICP, GISP, Kadena AB 718 CES/DENPL

Tuesday, June 7, 11:00-12:30
Welcome and Opening Remarks
“Chesapeake Gateways, Strategically Planning the Future of National Park
Service” Plenary Session, sponsored by Black & Veatch and HDR
The National Park Service, Chesapeake Gateways (NPS Chesapeake) is not a national park nor a
heritage area, we are Federal technical and financial assistance program that functions at the
scale of the 40-million-acre Chesapeake watershed. We are inclusive, innovative and future
focused.
NPS Chesapeake has launched a five-year strategic plan with a renewed focus on advancing
dynamic partnerships, inclusive storytelling, resilient communities, and equitable conservation
and access to the outdoors. Our partnerships and strategic priorities represent the future of the
National Park Service.
Come learn about NPS Chesapeake's new strategic partnerships and planning projects
underway with the U.S. DOT Volpe Center, Corazon Latino, The Conservation Fund, Trust for
Public Lands, Preservation Maryland and others that are helping the NPS to shift to functioning
at watershed-wide as well as at a community scale across the Chesapeake region. By listening
and learning the needs of Chesapeake Gateway Communities, we are finding opportunities to
provide more impactful NPS Chesapeake support to enable communities to be healthy, resilient,
inclusive, and welcoming as gateways to the Bay and its rivers.
We will hold a panel conversation to share and discuss exciting planning and project
opportunities on the horizon, including locally in the Hampton Roads area.
And as a showcase of our work in Chesapeake Gateway Communities, the panel will share
insights from a current project with the City of Annapolis, the Volpe Center, and NPS
Chesapeake to develop a comprehensive public water access plan for Annapolis that is
grounded in equity and resilience.
PRESENTERS:
● Wendy O'Sullivan, National Park Service-Chesapeake Gateways
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●
●
●

Eola Dance, National Park Service-Fort Monroe NM
Eric Leshinsky, AICP, City of Annapolis, Department of Planning and Zoning
Anthony Jones, Volpe Center

Tuesday, June 7, 12:45-1:45
Live Mapping 101
The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed the way meetings are conducted, including planning
charrettes. As planning outreach and coordination efforts increasingly take place in hybrid or
virtual settings, what are some tools and techniques that have proven effective for engaging
stakeholders? Could new methods which developed out of necessity lead to the next evolution
of charrette facilitation? The session will explore this question by focusing on methods of realtime mapping in hybrid and virtual charrettes. The session will include live mapping exercises
using Google Earth, Powerpoint, SketchUp, and Adobe Illustrator. Geared towards planners with
low to intermediate levels of experience, the session will demonstrate step-by-step how to
create effective 2D and 3D maps in real-time in virtual or hybrid charrette settings.
PRESENTERS:
● Alan O'Connell, The Schreifer Group
● Bryan Sullivan, HDR

Tuesday, June 7, 12:45-1:45
NASA Resiliency through Right-Sizing
NASA has an initiative to reduce their real property by 25% to align with future budget
projections. This has the overall impact of making each NASA Center more resilient as they will
be able to fully maintain and modernize their real property assets.
In response to this NASA-wide initiative, Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), through the
update of their Center Master Plan, has developed a framework for achieving the 25% reduction
over the horizon of their master plan. GSFC includes six sites: Greenbelt Campus (Maryland),
Wallops Flight Facility (Virginia), Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility (Texas), White Sands
Complex (New Mexico), Katherine Johnson Independent Verification and Validation Facility
(West Virginia), and Goddard Institute for Space Studies (New York).
This session will discuss the overall strategies and metrics used in the Center Master Plan.
Several of the strategies will be discussed in more detail, including:
- Future of Work Initiative (telework)
- Divestment of Federal Property
- Federal and Commercial Partnerships
PRESENTERS:
● Alexandra Peet, Goddard Space Flight Center
● Braulio Roman, Goddard Space Flight Center
● Patricia Komara, Jacobs
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Tuesday, June 7, 12:45-1:45
What is the Value of Planning? How to Communicate the Value of Planning to
Non-Planners
What is the value of planning?
How many times have we had to explain the planning process and the critical value it brings to
an organization and community? The non-planning community may not fully comprehend why
we need to do good planning before moving forward with facility and infrastructure projects.
However, decisions made during the planning process or skipping the planning process
altogether can have negative impacts that last a lifetime in a community or campus. The
purpose of the panel discussion is to share and discuss panelist's experiences and their
understanding of historical and cultural perceptions in supporting effective planning practices.
The panel will discuss the importance and implications of future planning, including: preparing
the planning context, implementing supporting tools, and making interventions and changes
after community leadership inputs. The panel will discuss their firsthand experiences while
soliciting interaction with the participating audience on how their and client’s view of planning
is generated and shaped through their experiences. Audience members will take part in a
discussion around the best methods for educating non-planners on why and the value of
planning. In a community/organization setting, planning must, at the very least, must be
cognizant of how planning is perceived, acknowledged, implemented, and otherwise how it is
shared and presented with other stakeholders and leadership to effectively communicate the
value of planning.
This topic is especially important to discuss in a forum like FPD because NAVFAC is reorganizing with significant changes for the Asset Management/Planning group.
PRESENTERS:
● Lisa Park, P.E., AECOM
● Tom Bennett, NAVFAC Atlantic AM2
● Virginia Hawley, NAVFAC MIDLANT
● Thomas Rosen, NAVFAC MIDLANT AM2
● Diana Hartman, AICP, PMP, LEED GA, ENV SP, Michael Baker International
● Don McClarin, Cardno

Tuesday, June 7, 12:45-1:45
The Transition from Expeditionary to Enduring: Air Force Considerations to
Reduce Carbon Emissions to Power Remote Bases
In an effort to reduce their carbon footprint, senior Air Force Leadership is pushing back on
conventional diesel generator-based power plants across the service. For remote bases, these
have been the standard for easily producing enough power to meet the mission. In the
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transition from expeditionary to enduring, the Air Force is looking to alternative energy sources
to power infrastructure.
With a case study based on a small base in Djibouti, this session will explore power generation
options and considerations for master planning of locations in a semi-permanent condition for
remote locations.
Energy sources to be discussed include Solar, Wind, and Liquid Natural Gas.
Participants will see a side-by-side comparison based on benefits of each system, initial
infrastructure and life cycle costs, and land/siting requirements specifically related to Air Force
Operations.
PRESENTERS:
● Joel Putterman, FAICP, CNU-A, Jacobs
● Chuck Haynes, RLA, Jacobs
● Judah Bradley, USAF, AFMC, AFCEC/COSM
● Frank Miyagawa, Jacobs

Tuesday, June 7, 14:15-15:15
Planning for the Future: Dynamic Decision-Making Toolbox
Keesler AFB has prepared for future extreme weather and climate impacts by investigating and
establishing storm and sea-level rise inundation design flood elevations. With a new perspective
on land use, there are focused short and long-range mitigation strategies.
To assess the risk to Keesler AFB facilities and infrastructure from potential future inundation,
the project team selected four main inundation scenarios that represented the various datasets
available for the analysis. It was determined that a single Design Flood Elevation would limit
flexibility and possibly cause increased costs to facilities, not a high risk. To resolve this, the team
assessed the full range of risks overall in four scenarios,then categorized the risks into bands.
The risk bands include one that was only cosmetic to minor damage to facilities, a second that
features minor to moderate damage, a third where the expectations moderate to severe
damage. The highest risk band is where a facility would have a high probability of experiencing
severe damage due to inundation.
From the many available sources in the Department of Defense and Federal regulation, a list of
strategies for facility risk mitigation and resilience was developed. The list was then applied to
their corresponding risk bands and categorized for new and existing facilities. The strategies
included facility relocation particularly for mission criticality, temporary flood-barriers, facility
flood proofing retrofits, and utility and ground floor elevation.
Planning Policy and Dynamic Decision-making: With respect to installation planning policy, the
study provides the perspective and the tools for ongoing dynamic decision-making about
inundation risks, mitigation, and investment. Keesler AFB is considering how to integrate this
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decision-making ability into the Bases other planning standards and policies. The tools provided
by the study include a GIS database and an Excel spreadsheet-based Flooding – Resilience
Analysis and Mitigation (F-RAM) tool.
A spatial representation of the risk bands, which generalize inundation risk for all of the
inundation scenarios, can be added to the Installation Development Plan as a new constraint
map. The form-based design standards of area development plans can be updated with the new
list of risk mitigation and resilience strategies. The Installation Facility Standards could require
planners to determine if and to what extent new facilities should utilize strategies for risk
mitigation and resilience. The F-RAM tool provides recommended strategies based on any
selected inundation scenario. The list of inundation risk mitigation and resilience strategies can
be included as an appendix.
The F-RAM can be updated annually with project validation assessment (PVA), mission
criticality, facility condition, and use,and projected sea-level rise data. These updates should be
done by the Base and reviewed as part of the Mission Sustainment Risk Report.
PRESENTERS:
● Heather Mendenall, AICP, Tetra Tech
● Amy Vandeveer, AICP, AFCEC/ CPPD
● Susan Chamberlain, Kessler AFB

Tuesday, June 7, 14:15-15:15
Harnessing Traveler Data for Improved Transportation Planning
Transportation in limited access and specialized geographies has unique challenges. The
National Park Service (NPS) must facilitate local and long-distance access to parks that occur
outside of the NPS transportation network. Within parks, NPS must address vehicle congestion,
speeding, and parking needs, visitor crowding, and alternative transportation access and safety.
There are over 400 NPS units spread throughout the country and they cater to many different
types of visitors. Transportation planning that can address these challenges requires specific
knowledge of traveler behavior both inside and outside of each park unit.
The first step in the visitor transportation planning process is to pose research questions that
frame key issues. Research questions help identify the types of data needed to solve
transportation challenges, procured through appropriate methods and technologies. To
facilitate this process, the NPS Transportation Planning Program (TPP) developed a Traveler
Data Guidebook built around a Decision Matrix to help NPS staff and leadership:
1. Pose research questions to frame key visitor transportation issues;
2. Understand the many different types of traveler data that can help answer research questions;
and,
3. Identify the best methods for collecting those data.
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The NPS Traveler Data Guidebook also features case studies that demonstrate the applicability
of various data types/collection methods to different real-world planning needs. Attendees to
this session will gain an understanding of the various ways visitors interact with NPS units, and
other recreational destinations and gateway cities. The session will explore the different types of
data and how they are useful to inform transportation planning decisions. The panelists will also
describe the different collection methods – from traditional approaches like tube counters and
parking field surveys, to emerging methods using Bluetooth-enabled counters and “big data”
from mobile devices and connected vehicles. This session is applicable for practitioners, land
managers, administrators, and others who work to facilitate travel for staff and visitors to
designated areas like parks and wildlife refuges, corporate and academic campuses, and
military installations.
PRESENTERS:
● Jonah Chiarenza, U.S. DOT Volpe Center
● Erica Cole, National Park Service- Transportation Branch, Washington Support Office
● Joe Regula, National Park Service-Transportation Planning Program

Tuesday, June 7, 14:15-15:15
The End is in Sight...or Not: Findings from an Analysis of Virtual Charrettes
used in Planning Processes
While many of us hope to sign off of Zoom, Microsoft Teams, WebEx and the countless other online virtual platforms clogging our virtual desktops, the reality is that these tools are here to stay.
The end is, in fact, not in sight for virtuality. In this session, a panel of planners and academics
who have conducted a year-long analysis of virtual charrettes in the planning process will 1)
present the surprising results of their research; and 2) engage in a facilitated discussion with
participants to get their assessment on the presented findings and on the use of virtual
charrettes in their own experience. Together, the intent is to develop a "handbook" of best
practices for implementing virtual charrettes to improve the usefulness of on-line tools. In the
first part, the research team will briefly discuss their methodology, which included on-line
surveys, focus groups, interviews, and archival research. This will be followed by a presentation
of their ten key findings. In the session's second part, the participants will work in facilitated
small groups to discuss these findings and then report back to the larger group their
assessment of the findings and perhaps add to them based on their own experience. During the
session, on-line instant polls and rapid data collection methods will be used to continuously
engage participants in ways that they can access. At the end of the session, participants will
walk away with an understanding of ways in which virtual charrettes can be made more
engaging, interactive, productive, and, yes, even fun.
PRESENTERS:
● Mark Gillem, PhD, FAICP, FAIA, The University of Oregon/The Urban Collaborative
● Zoe Anton, LEED AP ND, The University of Oregon/The Urban Collaborative
● Pamanee Chaiwat, The University of Oregon
● Barry Gordon, AICP, LEED GA, The University of Oregon/The Urban Collaborative
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Tuesday, June 7, 14:15-15:15
Cape Hatteras National Seashore Strengthens Resilience to Climate Change
Consisting of more than 30,000 acres distributed along approximately 67 miles of ocean-facing
shoreline, the Cape Hatteras National Seashore is part of a dynamic barrier island system. Nine
villages are located adjacent to or within the Seashore. The Seashore and villages are accessible
by North Carolina Highway 12; private boat; aircraft; and ferry. At the Seashore, human activities
and structures have contributed to the alteration of natural shoreline processes. Shorelines
processes have been altered by dredging of navigation channels, hardened structures such as
groins, dune building, overwash scraping (the process of removing/scraping overwash sand
deposition off the road or other built features), and sea-level rise.
North Carolina Highway 12 is the primary thoroughfare that runs 148 miles through the entire
Outer Banks, often experiencing washout and breach due to high tides and intense storms.
Major past hurricanes such as Hurricane Isabel in 2003, Hurricane Irene in 2011, and Hurricane
Sandy in 2012 have caused significant damage and disruption to North Carolina Highway 12. The
highway was severed or inundated because of these storms, causing the roadway to close for
days, and disrupting travel for residents and tourists. These are three examples of past
hurricanes, but with storms occurring more frequently and at more intense levels, the
disruption to daily life is becoming a common occurrence. In combination with human action,
this coastal erosion has contributed to the need for a framework to protect beaches, highway
infrastructure, ferry terminals, and neighborhoods, and to maintain the navigability of
waterways.
VHB's environmental team, alongside Coastal Science & Engineering, worked with the National
Park Service to create a 20-year Sediment Management Framework for the Cape Hatteras
National Seashore to preserve the beach front and mitigate harm to this dynamic environment.
This holistic framework allows the National Park Service to be better prepared for large storms
and hurricanes that often result in North Carolina Highway 12 to shut down for weeks.
The Sediment Management Framework was created as a guide for issuing special use permits
for sediment management actions along the Seashore for the next 20 years. This proactive
approach allows the National Park Service to have a comprehensive understanding of all
sediment management activities occurring across the Seashore and streamline the process for
managing and maintaining them. Entities such as local governments, utility companies, state
agencies, and federal agencies may need support as needs arise to protect critical
infrastructure, island damage, and wildlife habitat restoration. The Sediment Management
Framework provides clarity to the public and the National Park Service when issuing permits,
streamlining this process. Our team is helping the National Park Service remain proactive at
planning for the future by addressing infrastructure needs, tourism growth, and disaster
management. The Sediment Management Framework and EIS established a strong foundation
to strengthen, prepare, and recover quickly from future challenges that may arise.
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This presentation will summarize findings and lessons learned. Attendees responsible for
management and planning for coastal communities and with coastal resources in their
jurisdiction, Federal, State, and local partners dealing with resiliency and climate change
challenges, and the consultants that support these partners will learn about this important
planning process that included environmental planning services, civic engagement and
information collection, preparation of an environmental review document for public review,
preparation of a decision document, and natural resource analysis.
PRESENTERS:
● Candice Andre, AICP, VHB
● Tracy Littell, VHB
● Neville Reynolds, PWS, VHB

Tuesday, June 7, 15:30-16:30
Coastal Resilience Implementation Plan - Tyndall Air Force Base
Coastal military installations, like coastal communities face a range of risks due to extreme
weather, sea level rise and storm surge. This session will share the approach developed for
Tyndall Air Force Base to enhance coastal resilience from severe weather events as experienced
during Hurricane Michael in 2018, using innovative planning, engineering and cooperative
partnerships with local, state and federal stakeholders.
This approach reconciles regulatory requirements with the need to build back better to prepare
for and mitigate future flood risk over the expected service life of the built assets. This approach
incorporates awareness of climate change and asset criticality to enhance critical infrastructure
service reliability and resilience. The multiple-lines of defense approach focuses on cost
effectiveness solutions that meet today's needs while incorporating design flexibility allowing
the system to adapt to evolving conditions, with the goal of making Tyndall AFB a resilient,
sustainable and smart Installation of the Future.
A Key focal point will include the ‘system of system’s approach that integrates grey, green and
natural infrastructure to increase coastal resilience while also creating locally-relevant shared
social, environmental and economic benefits. The stakeholder engagement process and
partnerships that have been developed enhances cross-jurisdictional collaboration to achieve
alignment of multi-disciplinary objectives and support for the nature-based elements of the
coastal resilience.
Through these regional partnerships over $8M in funding has been secured to design and
construct a series of early action projects, that will help to formalize the framework for
replication along the 40-miles of coastline at the base, over the build out of the plan, and as a
template for other installations to follow to mitigate coastal flood risk and strengthen their
operational continuity and mission assurance.
PRESENTERS:
● Hollie Schmidt, Jacobs
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●
●

Jason M. Bird, CFM, Jacobs
Todd S. Bridges, Ph.D., U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center

Tuesday, June 7, 15:30-16:30
Critical Need for Utility Master Planning for Supporting Installation
Modernization
What’s the point of planning and programming new federal facilities if the utility infrastructure
doesn’t support them? And who said planners and engineers don't play well together? Utility
condition assessments at federal installations are an integral part of master planning and
programming as the government renovates and transforms older facilities, while adding new
facilities, to meet its missions. Aging infrastructure may be inadequate for today’s facility,
equipment, and mission needs. Utility condition and capacity should be considered first as they
provide vital support to the installations and facilities and can be a limiting factor without
substantial investment.
Utility Condition Assessments and Capacity Analysis evaluate existing conditions and capacity of
utility systems, and provide recommendations for improvements to meet existing and future
needs. The process involves a facility requirement review, data collection, utility modeling, and
recommended projects based on the model results. It also includes parametric cost estimates,
results reporting, and DD Form 1391s. Consistent with existing federal master planning policies,
guidelines have been established to promote the implementation of a comprehensive and
integrated master planning. This includes utility and infrastructure requirements to address
physical, structural, operational, and sustainment aspects to meet mission and training
demands.
Instead of a “one size fits all” approach, professional service providers need to build a framework
tailored to each project. Factors considered include site size, type of utilities, age of the utility
systems, existing and future use/build-out, utility providers, funding mechanisms for repairs or
upgrades, data availability, and budget. The approach must also include coordination with a
wide array of stakeholders. This session will explore planning approaches that incorporate
effective utility assessments, that include resilience and health (e.g.,potable water availability,
flood protection, and PFAS issues), at both DoD (Europe and Guantanamo Bay) and non-DoD
(DOE's Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility in Hampton Roads) facilities.
PRESENTERS:
● Dave Thomas, AICP, PMP, Atkins
● Joel Dolbeck, P.E., PMP, Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
● Jim Kapinos, P.E., CCM
● Jason Winner, GISP, RLA, LEED AP, BD+C
● Nathan Kent-Harber, AICP, USACE Europe District
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Tuesday, June 7, 15:30-16:30
Evaluating the Use of New Technology for Visitor Use Patterns for Federal
Land Management Agencies
Rising visitation to national parks comes with related traffic management and data collection
challenges. Staff from the National Park Service and Federal Highways have been exploring
data-based options to improve visitor use management. Inspired by an article in Planning
Magazine (Planning on the Cellular Level, May 2018), NPS contracted with VHB for a
demonstration study to collect Origin-Destination traffic data for four Federal Land
Management Agencies (FLMAs). Federal Highway provided funds for the study.
Recreational travel patterns vary by season, weather, special events, and changes in recreational
preferences like biking or kayaking. Effective management of changing traffic and visitor use
benefits greatly from quantitative data to supplement observations by park staff. FLMAs see
visitation vary greatly by season, weather, and short-term opportunities like 'leaf peeping' and
historic commemorations change recreation preferences like biking or kayaking. Effective
management of visitor use patterns and parking benefits from current quantitative data to
supplement qualitative observations by park staff. FLMAs do not systematically collect OriginDestination (O-D) or congestion data as DOTs and MPOs do, due to a discontinuous network
scattered over 50 states and related funding challenges.
Bluetooth was the technology chosen for this demonstration project because it is reliable, easy
to deploy and visually unobtrusive. The four demonstration sites for the study were:
- National Park Service: Arches National Park, Colorado National Monument, and Joshua Tree
National Park, and
- U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge
This presentation will summarize findings and lessons learned from the demonstration study.
Attendees from FLMAs, DOTs and MPOs with parks in their jurisdiction, state/local park
agencies, and consultants that support these agencies will learn about Bluetooth data collection
opportunities and challenges within America's most treasured landscapes.
PRESENTERS:
● Taruna Tayal, VHB
● Linda MacIntyre, AICP, NPS
● Laurie Miskimins, Marathon County, Wisconsin
● Elijah Henley, Central Federal Lands-FHWA

Tuesday, June 7, 15:30-16:30
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Charrette Tips and Quips (or Everything You've Wanted to Know About
Charrettes but Were Too Afraid to Ask)
Charrettes can be a lot of fun and a lot of stress! Come join us for a fast-paced and interactive
discussion/activity led by a group of planners with a combined 847 years of planning experience
(about 800 of those have come during COVID). We'll share insights about everything a planner
might need to run an effective charrette - from tearing trace paper with elegance to keeping
things engaging for a room full of distracted participants armed with game-laden smartphones.
Whether you're new in the field or gearing back up for in-person interaction, this session will
have something for everyone.
PRESENTERS:
● James McMurray, AICP, HB&A
● Aaron Briggs, AICP, HB&A
● Jill Schreifer, AICP, PMP, The Schreifer Group
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Wednesday, June 8, 2022
Wednesday, June 8, 07:00-08:00
Group Fun Run
Meet in the lobby for a 5k group fun run on the beautiful Elizabeth River trail!

Wednesday, June 8, 08:30-09:30
“Cooperative Resilience - A Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) for Sea Level Rise
(SLR)” Plenary Session, sponsored by Tetra Tech and WSP
The Hampton Roads region was home to one of the first JLUSes to focus on resilience and
adapting to sea level rise. This session will share lessons learned for other regions interested in
tackling climate change mitigation strategies through the JLUS process, with a focus on
creative partnership building.
PRESENTERS:
● George Homewood, FAICP, CFM
● Doug Beaver
● Ben McFarland, AICP, CFM

Wednesday, June 8, 09:45-10:45
How Can Federal Planners Work with Transit Providers?
The CEOs of two large regional transit systems will share their thoughts on how federal planners
can engage with transit providers to enhance service to federal facilities. GRTC Transit System
and Hampton Roads Transit are longstanding, successful transit providers that operate a wide
range of transit modes for customers, including bus rapid transit, light rail, ferry, paratransit, and
vanpooling.
Attendees will learn about the financial, planning, and people considerations behind deciding
routes and schedules and learn about how to work with transit providers to enhance
connectivity to federal properties.
The speakers will discuss case studies and lessons learned from the Richmond and Hampton
Roads area, including the proposed project to add a light rail stop at Naval Station Norfolk.
PRESENTERS:
● Wes Baker, PMP, Larson Design Group
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●
●

Julie Timm, AICP, CEP, Greater Richmond Transit Company (GRTC) Transit System
William Harrell, Hampton Roads Transit

Wednesday, June 8, 09:45-10:45
Go Long, Go Strong - Building Partnerships That Outlast Us
What makes a long-term partnership between your military base and your community tick?
What makes it thrive? And what (if anything) should you avoid? We'll talk to representatives
from three very different regions about the importance of regional coordination on land use
compatibility, growth management, and communication processes. The moderated
panel/fireside chat will feature panelists from Fairbanks, Alaska; Tacoma, Washington; and Fort
Worth, Texas - all of whom have been actively planning alongside their military counterparts for
multiple planning cycles that have spanned changes in command, turnover in local elected
officials, and staff that come and go. These community partners will be joined by a
representative from the Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation, an arm of DOD that
funds community work to support hometown military missions ranging from land use
compatibility to growth management to infrastructure improvements. This session will seek to
answer the questions: "How did your partnership with your military base grow?" and "How can I
find the right POC at my local government to start such dialogue?" and "What other agencies
should I be considering as I start such a program?"
PRESENTERS:
● Amanda Wilson, AICP, North Central Texas Council of Governments
● Ben McFarlane, AICP, CFM, Hampton Roads Planning District Commission
● Brittany Smart, Fairbanks North Star Borough, Alaska
● Jay Sweat, DoD Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation
● Rachel Wiggins, P.E., Michael Baker International

Wednesday, June 8, 09:45-10:45
Re-imagining Public Works to Improve Installation Agility
This session will focus on the strategic intersection between organizational structure, asset
management, Operations and Maintenance (O&M) and the high-level planning events that drive
the demand for agility.
Current global events and developing geopolitics in various theaters are challenging our
National Defense posture. These events elevate the demand for more agile installations to meet
mission needs and assure readiness. We believe that public works organizations carry great
responsibility and are a critical node in our Nation’s ability to successfully execute its deterrence,
readiness and military family strategies. However, to fully meet and deliver on mission, many of
these organizations will require transformation leading to a much more agile organization
capable of aligning funding, people, processes and tools to meet today’s facility demands and
innovation opportunities.
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Investment and transformation of public works organizations are critical to assure the needs of
the war fighter are met with confidence. This presentation represents merged knowledge, best
practices and general observations drawn from a variety of studies and programs to describe
installation challenges and opportunities with a focus on the Indo-Pacific theater. Specific topics
to be presented will include mission, environmental conditions, workforce challenges, mission
readiness, geographic challenges and infrastructure age.
While these issues are pervasive across all geographies, we believe there to be unique
challenges in the Indo-Pacific theater that must be addressed to improve our deterrence and
force posture in the Indo-Pacific by being ready, reliable, and resilient.
PRESENTERS:
● Rigo Cisneros, PMP, Jacobs
● Matt Smith, Jacobs

Wednesday, June 8, 09:45-10:45
Explosives Safety Planning - The Basics
Federal planning frequently involves interaction with munitions-related facilities and criteria.
This can quickly complicate a project. This session will seek to answer the following questions.
1. What should a federal planner know about explosives safety planning?
2. What stage of the planning process uses explosives safety planning?
3. How do I know if a planning scenario is feasible?
4. What resources and criteria are available to federal planners?
5. What do I do when I get stuck?
6. When does it make sense to bring in help (govt or contractor support)?
Handouts with resources will be provided.
PRESENTER:
● Tyler Ross, Ph.D., P.E., The Schreifer Group

Wednesday, June 8, 11:00-12:00
One Fort Monroe
Fort Monroe, at Old Point Comfort in Hampton, Virginia is one of the single most significant site
in our country, especially for African American History, and yet few people are aware of the
property and its significance. Additionally, it is a unique land planning project managed by the
Fort Monroe Authority. The property is 565 acres on a coastal spit of land in the Chesapeake Bay
with 2 million square feet of buildings, and one water meter for the entire property. Participants
in this session will learn about these challenges and see how the unique skills of the Professional
Planning Community are bringing Federal, State, and City partnerships together to bring the
property back to life.
PRESENTER:
● Glenn Oder, FASLA, Fort Monroe Authority
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Wednesday, June 8, 11:00-12:00
Future of Work
The pandemic transformed business and workplace models virtually overnight. Institutions and
organizations of all types found themselves implementing remote work to maintain mission and
business delivery, forcing technical and managerial innovation that previously seemed outside
the realm of the possible. Prior to the pandemic, many institutions - especially the military would not consider remote work for a wide variety of reasons, from technology investment and
cyber security to concerns about impact on culture and staff productivity. But dire circumstance
forced a pivotal shift from “we can’t” to “we must,” revealing a silver lining that generated
flexibility and a significant opportunity to enhance:
● Mission Delivery
● Efficiency, Resilience, and Agility
● Support for the Workforce, Families, and Communities
● Increased Access to Talent and Skills
Join us in a discussion regarding the future of work and how remote work can empower your
organization to improve execution, support all stakeholders, promote workforce well-being,
reinforce recruitment and retention efforts, and maintain culture.
Learn about the challenges and successes to remote work from case studies across the military,
federal agencies, and corporate environments. Understand the journey and discovery process to
create your own unique approach to work that supports your mission, culture, and people.
Identify the value proposition and benefits to your organization from a financial, operational and
personnel perspective.
PRESENTERS:
● Hollie Schmidt, Jacobs
● Amy Manley IIDA, Jacobs
● David Dentino, USAF

Wednesday, June 8, 11:00-12:00
The Walking Problem
You have probably heard the saying before that most federal installations don't have a parking
problem, they have a walking problem. This is easy to say but hard to measure. In this interactive
session, a panel of land use planners and transportation engineers along with session
participants will "unpack" this saying and uncover some of the root causes of today's walking
problem. In part one of the session, the panelists will discuss the latest trends in multi-modal
design with a focus on pedestrian safety and convenience. This will include a review of relevant
case studies and hands-on demonstrations of the tools needed to collect the data necessary to
make the case for pedestrians and bicyclists. In addition, the panelists will discuss how to use
www.fpdworkshop.com/program

three key measures to assess multi-modal environments: 1) functionality (the capacity and
capability of the network); 2) morphology (the overall layout and flow of the network); and 3)
typology (the dimensions and configurations of network elements). In part two of the session,
participants will work in three small groups with panelists serving as facilitators to discuss how
to integrate pedestrians and bicyclists into transportation networks that are 1) safe; 2)
comfortable; and 3) convenient. Safety is of course paramount but the discussion will focus on
ways in which the functionality, morphology, and typology can improve safety as well as
comfort and convenience. Participants from each small group will share their findings with the
larger group to enhance learning. At the end of the session, participants will leave with concrete
ideas on how they can help end the “walking problem” on so many of our federal installations
and how those ideas can lead to improved health and environmental outcomes.
PRESENTERS:
● Mark Gillem, PhD, FAICP, FAIA, The University of Oregon/The Urban Collaborative
● Erik Ferryman, GISP, The Urban Collaborative
● Mike Wahlstedt, P.E., PTOE, Transystems
● Kent Blunt, P.E., PTOE, Atkins North America

Wednesday, June 8, 11:00-12:00
Models for Federal/Local Transportation Partnerships
Improving transportation access to Federal lands by vehicles, bicycles, transit, and other modes,
requires effective partnerships with Federal, state, and local transportation agencies and
organizations. Understanding the Federally-required metropolitan and statewide transportation
planning processes can help identify opportunities for collaborative planning and project
development. Partner agencies can also provide important data to better understand and
address transportation challenges for Federal lands managers. Lastly, partnerships with state
and local agencies can help leverage key funding sources for transportation projects.
This session will begin with a brief overview of: the metropolitan and statewide transportation
planning process; types of partner data and funding sources available to improve transportation
access to federal lands; and new requirements and funding programs made available by the
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) (Public Law 117-58, also known as the “Bipartisan
Infrastructure Law”). This session will then provide an overview of current research efforts to
further integrate planning and data sharing partnerships between federal land management
agencies, and state and local transportation agencies.
Panelists from the National Park Service will share examples of successful partnerships between
NPS park units and state and local transportation agencies to plan and operate transportation
systems, as well as to coordinate information/data sharing for transportation planning.
PRESENTERS:
● Katie Lamoureux, AICP, U.S. DOT Volpe Center
● Joe Regula
● Erica Cole
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●

Heather Richardson

Wednesday, June 8, 13:30-16:30
Mobile Tour 4 | Norfolk Downtown Planning & Architectural Walking Tour /
Cost - $25
View the historic charm and array of architectural allure of Downtown Norfolk on the walking
tour. The mobile workshop will feature the downtown landscape and historic neighborhoods
with tales of the redevelopment and revitalization of Norfolk's urban cores. Please wear
comfortable shoes. Capacity is limited to 30 participants.

Wednesday, June 8, 13:30-14:30
Installation Climate Resilience: Bi-Coastal Planning for the Army’s Major
Ammunition Terminals
SDDC initiated a flood study for two coastal installations that rely on multi-modal transportation
to complete their mission. Both installations have been impacted by nuisance flooding and
extreme event flooding and flood impacts are projected to increase with continued relative sea
level change. The purpose of the study was to understand, assess, and recommend actions to
manage the risks from current and predicted flooding and other severe weather and climate
change events. The multi-step study identifies existing and future exposures and proposes
actions to manage, mitigate, or eliminate the risks.
PRESENTERS:
● Carol Wirth, Stantec
● Kim Garber, HQ Surface Deployment and Distribution Command
● Katie Roland, USACE Mobile District
● Mick Bilney, Stantec

Wednesday, June 8, 13:30-14:30
Technical Writing and Document Quality for Federal Planners
This session will discuss the importance of professional writing and quality checking in Federal
planning documents, including technical reports and project documentation. Presenters will
give tips on starting the writing process, clarifying the objective for the document, gearing the
writing content and style to the intended reader(s), identifying appropriate sources of
information, coordinating with team members on collaborative writing tasks, using style guides,
organizing a document, writing in a professional voice, ensuring consistency with applicable
guidance or criteria, self-checking, and knowing when to let go of the document.
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Discussion on the expectations for quality of submittals to the government---from both the
consultant perspective and the government perspective---will include practical examples and
real-life experiences. Understanding government expectations and standards will provide
planners at all levels the insight they need to improve their writing style and communication
skills. These expectations include not only the government's requirements for a high quality of
consultant submittals, but also the government's expectations for planning materials produced
by government employees.
Using humor and examples specific to the Federal planning realm, the presentation is intended
for writers at all professional levels, including not only junior planners with relatively little
experience in producing government documents but also experienced hands who can
incorporate these tips into their own writing as well as their review and evaluation of documents
produced by others---and can use this content to direct and mentor other planners.
PRESENTERS:
● Melanie Fosnaught, AECOM
● Nancy Krasnesky, Commander, Navy Installations Command

Wednesday, June 8, 13:30-14:30
Transit Desert in an Oasis: Transportation Planning at JBAB in Washington
DC
A transit desert in a transit-rich city, Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling (JBAB) faces some unique
connectivity issues in Washington DC. But the installation also struggles with many of the
access and partnership issues that many other federal locations face. We will use the JBAB
Transportation Management Plan (TMP) to look at the challenges overcome, best practices
used, and lessons learned. Public transit routes, private shuttles, parking, bike/ped, and even a
water taxi will be discussed. This will be a great opportunity for federal planners to reflect on the
network connectivity hurdles they experience, and develop better solutions going forward.
PRESENTERS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geoff Appel, The Schreifer Group
Mike Weil, National Capital Planning Commission
Gene Chabak, Larson Design Group
Wes Baker, PMP, Larson Design Group
Mark Berger, Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling
Jacqueline Canales, Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling

Wednesday, June 8, 13:30-14:30
Local vs Enterprise Planning
“Local vs Enterprise Level Planning – What's the right balance?”Providing an unbiased platform
for discussion of the trend toward less planning initiated and controlled at the local level and
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more controlled at the enterprise level such as AFCEC/CBP HQ/IMCOM/AMC HQ/AFMC
HQ/others.
1. Comprehensive databases and dashboards – benefits? Is there a point of diminishing
returns? should they be populated with everything or is some information better left with
the locals? Security risk with aggregation of military base data while cyber risk is at an all
time high? Is it necessary to move to a comprehensive/enterprise approach to leverage
emerging smart city technologies? What is the realistic cost to benefit analysis?
2. Benefits/risks of enterprise level planning - benefits/risks of local planning
3. What planning functions are effective at the enterprise level and which ones lose
effectiveness due to scale or being too far removed from local staff working the problems.
Typical planning functions include real property accountability, space allocation,
transportation planning, visioning, area development planning, environmental planning,
Land-use planning, recreation, etc. *possibly conduct a survey prior to the event and
discuss results.
4. Open up for stories of successes or challenges at each level, providing a couple of our own
if others don't chime in.
5. Wrap up discussion with some key takeaways.
PRESENTERS:
● Joey Ball, US Army Corps of Engineers
● Amy Vandeveer, AICP, Air Force Civil Engineer Center

Wednesday, June 8, 14:45-15:45
Joint Climate Strategy
"Planning is bringing the future into the present so that you can do something about it now.” –
Alan Lakein
As a result of the NDAA 2020 and subsequent update to the UFC 2-100-01 Installation Master
Planning, each DoD installation master plan shall address risks and threats to military
installation resilience that exist at the time of the development of the plan and that are
projected for the future, but there are a lot of questions from the installation and industry in
how to go about doing this. The content to be covered will be climate change policy, strategies,
action plans, lessons learned/best practices, and tools in developing ICRPs. Topic supports
resilience, partnerships, and technology.
PRESENTERS:
● Susan Wolters, U.S. Army Engineer Research & Development Center (ERDC) Environmental
Laboratory (EL)
● Alex Colby, Air Force Civil Engineering Center
● Steven Arenson, GS-14 USAF HAF U S AIR FORCE HQ/SAF/IEI
● Christina Hudson, CTR USAF HAF SAF/SAF/IEI
● Julie Snow, US ARMY HQDA ASA IEE (USA)
● Ariane Pinson CIV USARMY CESPA (USA)
● John James Sanders, CIV USARMY (USA)
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● April Gray CIV USARMY CEHQ (USA)

Wednesday, June 8, 14:45-15:45
Estimating Resilience Project Return on Investment
The Resilience and Disaster Recovery (RDR) Tool Suite was developed to help transportation
agencies explore the scenario space for transportation disruption and mitigation and to
estimate the return on investment (ROI) of resilient infrastructure across a range of uncertain
future hazards (such as flooding) in the context of long range transportation planning. Pilot
testing with metropolitan planning organizations, including Hampton Roads Transportation
Planning Organization (HRTPO) and Hampton Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC),
has been a key component of the tool refinement for public release. We will provide attendees
with an overview of the structure and functions of the RDR Tool Suite, explain how to use it at a
high level, and provide the HRTPO perspective on tool testing and utility. The RDR Tool Suite
will be released publicly in summer 2022.
PRESENTERS:
● Kristin Lewis, USDOT Volpe Center
● Scott Smith, USDOT Volpe Center
● Dale Stith, Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization
● Kevin Zhang, USDOT Volpe Center

Wednesday, June 8, 14:45-16:15
Benefits of a Regional Approach to Resiliency Planning in Hampton Roads
Hampton Roads is home to the greatest concentration of Navy installations in the U.S. As a
result, resiliency of the region is of critical importance to U.S. national defense and to the
regional economy. There is significant interdependence between these military installations, as
well as with the surrounding community.
The Hampton Roadsregion faces current and substantial threats from sea level rise, weather
related storm surges and flooding events and land subsidence. To complicate matters, this
Region is composed of many local government entities, each with its own strategy, resources,
and funding to address these threats. Some of these entities host a large Military presence and
are making significant efforts to become more resilient cities.
This panel discussion will present current challenges, identify best practices, and review where
participating agencies may align strategy and resources to achieve greater benefits. The panel
will use a variety of tools (Story Map, PowerPoint) to illustrate regional issues and solutions and
feature a breakout activity to engage the audience.
PRESENTERS:
● Ben McFarlane, AICP, CFM, Hampton Roads Planning District Commission
● Kevin Dubois, NAVFAC MIDLANT & CNIC
● Taylor Gould, RLA, ASLA, NAVFAC MIDLANT
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Matt Simons, AICP, CZA, CFM, City of Norfolk, VA
CJ Bodnar, Virginia Beach Public Works Stormwater Engineering Center
Thomas Rosen, NAVFAC MIDLANT
Joanna Hall, RA, NAVFAC MIDLANT
Susan Lang, Elizabeth River Project & NAVFAC
Alex Berryman

Wednesday, June 8, 14:45-15:45
The Chicken AND Egg: An Example of Concurrent Planning, Programming and
Design
A Campus Development Plan (CDP) was created for the 352d Special Operations Wing (352
SOW) at Royal Air Force (RAF) Mildenhall, United Kingdom (UK). The plan provides short- and
long-term campus development solutions to meet Air Force Special Operations Command
(AFSOC) requirements while maintaining and enhancing the mission capability of RAF
Mildenhall’s host wing, the 100th Air Refueling Wing (100 ARW).
To meet tight MILCON programming timelines, the CDP was closely coordinated with nine
planning charrette reports (PCRs) for the first phase of development. By completing the CDP
and PCRs concurrently, the team provided a realistic, accurate and implementable plan with
detailed phasing, construction schedules and cost estimates. The detail provided in the CDP is
above and beyond that of a typical planning-level document.
The 352 SOW CDP process was unique in that planning, programming and concept design were
performed concurrently; demolition requirements demanded expanded evaluation; the robust
implementation section fast-tracked the PCRs; and the sustainability and implementation
sections were supported by the U.K. government and highly executable.
The final plan provides the framework to increase mission readiness and unit efficiencies by:
• Consolidates scattered, inefficient and outdated buildings into consolidated, modern facilities
• Reduces the time needed to access the airfield, load and maintain aircraft and take off
• Provides a catalyst for future development
• Move nine facilities into programming
• Produce approximately 7 megawatts (MW) of photovoltaic (PV) power, providing an estimated
93% of its energy needs (almost net-zero)
This session will show that with the right support and dire need for improvements,
implementing planning and programming / design concurrently can be done successfully.
PRESENTERS:
● Chad Hartley, AICP, LEED AP ND, Woolpert, Inc.
● Richard Sheridan, Scott AFB
● Andrew Etherington, Woolpert, Inc.

Wednesday, June 8, 16:00-17:00
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Planning for Executable Design and Construction
The U.S. Air Force is developing the state-of-the-art B-21 Raider aircraft to support national
security objectives through its long-range, highly survivable capabilities and capacity to carry a
variety of ordnance. The B-21 will eventually replace the B-1B Lancer. The Planning Team
consisted of a multi-discipline team of project managers, planners, engineers, architects, and
environmental engineer to lead and develop the beddown master plan. At the onset of the
project, the team conducted multiple week-long preliminary design charrettes and planning
workshops providing an open forum for an exchange of ideas to develop project needs and
requirements, and develop a greater understanding of mission requirements and USAF’s goals.
After nine months of site investigations and surveys, designs, and review meetings, a completed
plan was presented at a leadership briefing. The B-21 Beddown North Ramp Development Plan
is the result of an iterative process involving Ellsworth AFB stakeholders, Air Force Global Strike
Command (AFGSC), U.S Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Department of the Air Force-Rapid
Capabilities Office (RCO), Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center (IMSC), and the
Planning Team. Participants developed the North Ramp Development Plan in accordance with
all applicable Unified Facilities Criteria and USAF facility requirements. By looking at each
individual projects and their specific requirements to be complete and usable, the Planning
Team coordinated adjacent construction and infrastructure improvement/replacement projects
for projects within the same fiscal years of construction activities.
The session will discuss the starting point for a beddown of this size, necessary coordination
steps and stages with a variety of organizations, design criteria to consider on large aircraft
beddowns, graphical support for non-technical users, and things to consider to ensure a project
is fully executable in the early stages of planning. With a design background in mind while
laying out the preferred plan, the team not only coordinated construction activities to ensure all
36 projects were coordinated together prior to construction, but also ensured the program did
not have unneeded expenses based on adjacent projects and support infrastructure necessary
within the scope. The session will discuss the key components, such as construction staging and
fencing giving stakeholders an early perspective of the project execution, while reducing the
risk and cost to the government.
PRESENTERS:
● Kyle Warta, P.E. Burns & McDonnell
● John Minter, AICP, CNU-A, LEED AP ND, JG&A
● Andy Temeyer, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Omaha District

Wednesday, June 8, 16:00-17:00
Three Case Studies in Multi-facility Resilience Risk Analysis and Prioritization
and How Master Planning Can Be Key to Increasing Resilience!
This presentation provides 3 cases studies involving climate hazard risk analysis to demonstrate
how identification and prioritization of natural hazard risk can be accomplished and effectively
translated into agency and facility master and other planning processes. Two of the case studies
involve large portfolio climate risk analysis of facilities to prioritize capital and other investment
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planning. The third case study involves a climate risk and resilience analysis of assets at 2
installations with similar highly critical missions and demonstrates how the asset risk analysis
was incorporated into the master plans and associated Installation Climate Resilience Plans
(ICRPs).
Mr. Bilney will provide lessons learned from each case study and demonstrate how master
planning is key to helping agencies and organizations successfully protect facilities and increase
their resilience to climate and other natural hazard disruptions. He will describe methods that
have been proven successful and effective for conducting climate and resilience risk analysis
and how the results of the analysis can be used to develop more resilient and adaptive facilities.
He will also describe how one case study incorporated analysis of the capital investment and
planning processes along with the risk analysis and how that approach identified the most
applicable funding source for projects.
Mr. Bilney will describe how planners can support the capital and other funding processes, and
defend their recommendations and the resulting decision-making, actions, and projects to
leadership and facility management, and thereby bring greater value to their organizations and
facilities. Mr. Bilney will close by describing how building “Resilience Intelligence” can help an
organization learn how to improve resilience-related core competencies and improve the
organization and facility capability to anticipate, prepare for, respond to, and recover from
climate and natural hazard disruptions.
PRESENTER:
● Michael Bilney, MBA, Stantec

Wednesday, June 8, 16:00-17:00
Invasive Species and Climate Change: Case Study at Lake Mead
Lake Mead, formed by the creation of the Hoover Dam in 1935, was at full capacity in the 1990s
with lake elevations cresting over 1,220 feet. Climate change and downstream demands are
causing a constant deficit of more than one million acre-feet every year, slowly draining the lake.
Since 2000, there has been a noticeable trend in Lake Mead’s water levels, which have
decreased over 150 feet to the current conditions at only about 27% full. On average, lake levels
have dropped over 7 feet per year over the past two decades. Ramifications from this drought
and record-setting temperatures on the National Park Service have planners developing
contingency plans to satisfy the Park’s mission. The Lake Mead National Recreation Area (NRA)
has several bays and marinas for boat services and recreational use. Bathymetric survey data
was used in a feasibility report prepared by WSP to evaluate existing lake access facilities
including marinas, boat launch ramps and other visitor facilities in multiple areas within the
Lake Mead NRA in order to develop conceptual designs and cost estimates for improvements
that are likely to be needed at these areas as lake levels continue to recede. Based on the results
of the feasibility study and areas identified by NPS as critical to sustain, WSP evaluated water
quality impacts associated with an infestation of Quagga mussels-an invasive species in these
waterbodies-that plagued NPS capabilities to provide potable water to NRA patrons by fouling
the water intakes and treatment facilities. WSP designed the relocation of two water intake
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barges pushing them further out into the bays to accommodate even lower water elevations
and incorporated an innovative disinfection technology using ultra-violet light. The UV reactors
are highly specialized to inactivate the Quagga mussel larvae and villagers, and incorporate
unique features, such as their internal reflectors and automatic dose pacing. These projects,
along with others to come in the future, will help preserve the resources and values of the NPS
for the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of this and future generations.
PRESENTERS:
● Chadi Srour, P.E., WSP
● Rudi Byron, WSP

Wednesday, June 8, 16:30-17:30
Area Development Plans - Planning the Shipyards the Nation Needs
Joint government and industry presentation. The Navy’s four public shipyards—Norfolk Naval
Shipyard (NNSY), Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (PNSY), Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility (PSNS & IMF), and Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility (PHNSY & IMF)—are vital elements of U.S. national defense.
Originally designed and built in the 19th and 20th centuries to support construction of new
ships using industrial models of the time, the Naval shipyards are not efficiently configured for
their current (and projected) mission to conduct depot-level maintenance and upgrades of
nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and submarines. The US Naval Shipyard Infrastructure
Optimization Program (SIOP) is developing new Area Development Plans (ADPs) processes that
take a different approach to traditional Installation Development Plans in Planning the
Shipyards the Nation Needs. Because SIOP ADPs are so different and are realized as
programmatic courses of action, the steps and processes that define success present
continuous approval and alignment challenges.
This presentation will cover the keystone and supporting criteria upon which ADP results are
evaluated and used to determine programmatic success.
PRESENTERS:
● Layel Pallesen, AECOM
● Lisa Park, P.E., AECOM
● Andrea Sweigart, AICP, AECOM
● Chad Rinker, AICP, RLA
● Gene Yong, HHF Planners

Wednesday, June 8, 18:30
Closing Reception, sponsored by AECOM, and 2021 FPD Awards Ceremony
All are welcome to celebrate the end of the workshop and our 2021 FPD Awards winners! There
will be door prizes, surprises, and more!
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Thursday, June 9, 2022
Thursday, June 9, 08:00-09:00
Chairs Forum - Panel Discussion on Division Directions
Thanks to the efforts of previous leadership and many volunteers, the FPD is in great shape and
poised for the future. As good planners, the current leadership is taking the time to reflect on
the current state of our profession and discuss what we can do to support Federal Planning.
PRESENTERS:
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●
●
●
●

Jill Schreifer, AICP, PMP, The Schreifer Group
Wayne Hausser, P.E., AICP, Parsons
Britta Ayers, AICP, PMP, Stantec
Abbey Ness, AICP, The Schreifer Group

9:00-12:30 | Mobile tours | Cost - $25
● Mobile tour 5 | JBLE-Langley & City of Hampton Sea Level Rise/Resiliency
Partnership
○

Resulting from Hampton’s citywide plan, “Living with Water Hampton: A Holistic
Approach to Addressing Sea Level Rise and Resiliency,” JBLE-Langley & the City of
Hampton have sustained a resiliency partnership, guided by a 2018 Joint Land Use
Study Addendum for Resilience. The JLUS Addendum outlined 29
recommendations in an implementation plan to further community resiliency and
mission readiness for JBLE-Langley. This mobile workshop will exhibit the results
of the JLUS Addendum and the partnership for resiliency developed between
JBLE-Langley and the City of Hampton. It will include program information and
visits to on- and off-installation JBLE-Langley and City of Hampton collaborative
projects.
Round trip bus transportation is included. Please wear comfortable shoes.
Capacity is limited to 23 participants.

● Mobile tour 6 | Ft. Monroe BRAC Site Redevelopment
○

Fort Monroe is the largest stone fort constructed in the United States. Following
the 2005 BRAC decision, Fort Monroe was decommissioned as a military
installation and declared in part as a National Monument in 2011. Join the fort tour
to learn about the Fort Monroe Authority, current mixed-use redevelopment plans,
and historic preservation plans of the existing structures. Round trip bus
transportation is included.
Walking is involved. Please wear comfortable shoes. Capacity is limited to 23
participants.

● Mobile tour 7 | City of Newport News & Navy Shipyard Housing
Partnership
○

The 2.2-mile walking tour will focus on a 12-block area in downtown Newport News.
This area is rich in history and is the home of Newport News Shipbuilding and
Huntington Ingles Industries, the largest employer in the Commonwealth of
Virginia. Newport News Shipbuilding is the “sole designer, builder and refueler of
U.S. Navy aircraft carriers and one of two providers of U.S. Navy submarines.”
Downtown is also the home of The Apprentice School, the preeminent
apprenticeship program in the nation. Constructed in 1919, The Apprentice School
was originally located behind the gates of the Shipyard. It was moved outside the
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gates as part of a mixed-use redevelopment project in 2014, allowing the school to
more than triple in size, and providing market-rate apprentice and workforce
housing units and other amenities to support the recruiting, training and
developing of journeypersons for careers in shipbuilding. Given the work of the
shipyard, Navy personnel are also an integral part of the fabric of Downtown and
are housed within the area in a complex that was built through a Navy partnership
with private companies and the support of the City of Newport News. The tour will
showcase these features as well as city initiatives that came out of the Downtown
Vision Plan to create public civic spaces to further enhance the quality of life of
those who live and work in the downtown area. These include West Avenue
Streetscape, Christopher Newport Park, the Victory Arch, James River Strand and
23rd Street/Restaurant Row. The tour will conclude at Coastal Fermentory
(brewery) on 23rd Street.
Walking is involved. Please wear comfortable shoes. Capacity is limited to 23
participants.
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